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Assignment Basic Composite:
Compositing is combining multiple images together to create a new image.
What is your Idea, Story, Concept, Theme for your composite?
Objective:
- To explore the photographic relationship of two images you have made.
- To explore color, lters, blend modes, masks, pattern, texture and more.
- Composite Images must be from your original les.
- Have fun exploring your archive and looking for relationships between images.
- No social media downloads. The internet texture downloads are ne.
- No screenshots.

Image 1 - Sky Replacement
Image 2 - Texture Overlay
Image 3 - 2 Image Overlay
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How To 1:
Sky Replacement
1 - Go to Select and choose Sky from the
drop-down menu.
2 - Choose Edit › Sky Replacement.
3 - Use the sky drop-down to select a new
sky from one of the preset sky images
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•You can also import and use your own sky image to replace
the sky. To do this, click the down caret and then the plus sign
— you can import any JPG or PNG image.
•Everything remains editable - Output to NEW LAYERS Check out the layer Masks.
Video - https://youtu.be/ZqDBJ6JRkZ4

#2 Texture Overlay
Choose a simple background image and a texture image.
You can photograph Texture - peeling paint, rust, stucco, gravel, wood. The more
interesting the texture the more interesting the overlay. Do you want your texture
overlay to be black and white or color? Try it both ways. You can also nd textures on
the internet - Google -Free photographic texture overlay. Lots to choose from. People
also like paper textures - Google - Free paper texture overlay.
Video - https://youtu.be/uEKwANELzAc
#3 Image Overlay
What is the relationship of the two images being composited? What do you want to
say with the two image relationship?
Video - https://youtu.be/GXKsxSES4jc
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How to place one image over another in the same canvas.
1 - Open the base Image into Photoshop from the Bridge or ACR.
2 - If your 2nd image does not need to be processed in ACR just drag it from the
Bridge onto the top of the 1st image. You will now have 2 image layers in your le.
Size the image by dragging the handles at the edge of the image and hit return to set
the image in place. The image can be moved later with the more tool this is just the
start.
2a - If your image needs to be processed through ACR open the image from ACR into
PS. You now have 2 les open. Command A (select All) Command C (copy) the 2nd
image. Select the 1st open image, Command V (Paste) the 2nd image into the 1st. You
now have 2 layers in the le.
3 - The pasted top layer covers the bottom layer
Video - https://youtu.be/wHInq6bCyAk
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- Explore Blend Modes.
- Explore Masks for hiding and
-

revealing part of the image layer.
The Mask will be on the top layer.
Do both images need to be the same
size?
Can the opacity be less than 100%?
Explore Curve Adjustment Layers.
Work fast, explore, create aesthetically
pleasing images. You may need to
make 10 to turn in 1 Overlay you love.

SUBMIT: Through Canvas

• 3 Composite .PSD images - Include all layers.
Image 1 - Sky Replacement - Lastname_First Initial_Sky.PSD
Image 2 - Texture Overlay - Lastname_First Initial_Texture.PSD
Image 3 - 2 Image Overlay - Lastname_First Initial_Overlay.PSD
•Size the images to 3000 Pixels longest side - 240PPI
• In the Canvas Comments tell me for each composite, what techniques were used.
Did you photography your sky or use one of the provided. Did you photograph the
texture or download it from the internet? Include the URL and what texture you
used. Why did you choose these element?
Be speci c for each image.
What were you trying to say with the image composites?
Is there a relationship between the elements?
What do you think the content is?
How many composites did you explore to get to your nished 3?
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Command A - Select All
Command C - Copy
Command V - Paste
Command Z - Undo
Command T - Transform
Change the size of the transform image.
•Grab the corner and adjust. This holds the ratio of the image.
•Hold the Shift Key while transforming and you can alter the ratio - This
stretches or compresses the image. Does this matter to what you are working
with?
Command I - Inverts the Layer Mask (or whatever is selected)
Change brush size with the Bracket Keys
Option Click on the Layer Mask to see how the mask looks. Clean it up. I will be
grading on clean, well made, appropriate layer masks.
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Links to some of my composites:
https://heatherprotz.myportfolio.com/occ
https://hhprotz.zenfolio.com/p498496596
https://hhprotz.zenfolio.com/p143895370
Sean Duggan - Fine Art Composite Image - https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=pMSFDPhGtQs

